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21:9 All-in-One LED Display

Screen Size 171 (434.34 cm)



21:9 Widescreen 
With support for a 21:9 widescreen aspect ratio (2,560 × 1,080), LAED series provides an immersive viewing experience with 
the wider screen than 16:9 display. Its screen specialization helps display 21:9 content including widescreen videoconferencing 
platforms with the natural details.

All-in-One LED Screen with Built-in Speaker Quick Maintenance
In case of failure related to the LED module or the system
board, it can be serviced from the front. The LED module 
can be simply detached by the provided magnetic tool and 
replaced quickly without cabling.

LG’s LED All-in-One LAED series with 171 screen size is 
offered as an all-in-one package including an embedded 
controller and built-in speaker. Eliminating the prejudice that 
LED displays are difficult and complex to install, it doesn't 
require controller connections or module configuration. After 
a simple installation process, all you need to do is to turn on 
the screen with a remote control like home TV.

Easy Installation
The installation process of the 21:9 All-in-One series is simple. After securing three cabinets, attach each LED display module to 
them. Lastly, plug in the power cable. This simple installation saves time and labor, thereby makingusers handle the LED screen 
with ease.

* Fixing screws or installing wall mount/accessories is needed additionally.

* One AC cable for 220VAC, Two for 110VAC



Office Meeting Mode
With Office Meeting Mode, easily configure meeting room 
details like the room number and current time. It also 
includes convenient features like automatic input switching, 
a presentation timer, and adjustable settings such as 
auto-brightness and picture mode. 

* Users can enable Office Meeting Mode at EZ Setting menu of the Signage.

Compatible with AV Control Systems
The LAED series supports Crestron Connected®* for high
compatibility with professional AV controls to achieve 
seamless integration and automated control**, boosting 
business management efficiency.

* Initial setting from display is required for Crestron Connected® compatibility.
** Network based control
*** Crestron Connected® needs to be purchased separately.

Versatile Installation with Dedicated Accessories
The product is offered with the necessary component including the landscape wall mount and tools for installation. The dedicated 
stand* is provided as an option, so that you can easily place it depending on your installation sites. 

* Stand accessories need to be purchased separately.

Display Power Management (DPM) 
The DPM function of the LED screen allows it to enter a 
standby mode after a specific period of time when there is 
no signal from the input source device.

Real-time LG ConnectedCare
Maintenance is easy and fast with the optional LG Connect-
edCare* service, a cloud service solution provided by LG. It 
remotely manages the status of displays in client workplaces 
for fault diagnosis and remote-control services, enabling the 
stable operation of clients' businesses.

* The availability of LG ConnectedCare differs by region.
** LG ConnectedCare Service needs to be purchased separately, and
    available on the basis of internet connection.
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